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Abstract

How do entrepreneurs choose a stakeholder orientation for a new venture? While the original stakeholder literature emphasized
normative reasons to prioritize the wellbeing of a broad set of stakeholders rather than owners alone, recent work focuses on
instrumental motives such as signaling, rent-seeking, raising rivals’ costs, or inducing efficient levels of firm-specific investment by
key input providers. We suggest that the embrace of a particular stakeholder orientation can also protect the firm from
perceived political threats. We theorize that misalignment or divergence between an entrepreneur’s personal political ideology
and the political climate of the local community or region induces the entrepreneur to embrace a stakeholder orientation that is
more or less broad than the entrepreneur’s preferred stakeholder orientation. Specifically, conservative entrepreneurs in liberal
states will favor a broader, more socially oriented stakeholder model than conservative entrepreneurs in conservative states
while liberal entrepreneurs in conservative states will favor a more narrow, commercially oriented stakeholder model than liberal
entrepreneurs in liberal states. We argue further that these protective behaviors are moderated by the level of social and
political activism by key stakeholder groups and the extent to which local legal codes allow entrepreneurs latitude in choosing a
particular stakeholder orientation. We examine our hypotheses using a sample of 788 newly public US firms with data from 2009
to 2020. Both our baseline estimates and the results from a differences-in-differences model exploiting unexpected changes in
the state political climate support our theorizing.
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